With the use of a quantity normally scaled in multifractals, a generalized form is postulated for entropy, namely Sq==-k[1-Zwt pq]/(q-1), where qe~ characterizes the generalization and {Pi} are the probabilities associated with W (microscopic) configurations (WE N). The main properties associated with this entropy are established, particularly those corresponding to the microcanonical and canonical ensembles. The Boltzmann-Gibbs statistics is recovered as the q ---, 1 limit.
Multifractal concepts and structures are quickly acquiring importance in many active areas of research (e.g., nonlinear dynamical systems, growth models, commensurate/incommensurate structures). This is due to their utility as well as to their elegance. Within this framework, the quantity that is normally scaled is pq, where Pi is the probability associated with an event and q is any real number. (1) 
